Financial Edge NXT ™
Cloud Accounting for the Catholic Church

The Catholic Church is held to a higher standard of ethical
accounting by the people and communities it serves. To
maintain compliance with accounting standards and keep
trust with supporters, it is important for the Church to use an
accounting solution designed specifically for its unique needs.
With Blackbaud Financial Edge NXT, you can show donors that
you are dedicated to being a good steward of contributed funds
and secure the support you need to sustain your mission and
expand your outreach.

Solution at a Glance
Financial Edge NXT can help your
diocese:
3

Cultivate a deeper understanding
of your diocese with in-depth
financial analysis and reporting

3

Track projects and key business
drivers without cluttering your
chart of accounts

3

Eliminate manual tasks and
organize actions to efficiently
manage processes and timely
follow-up

3

Manage multiple budgets and
set spending rules to avoid overbudget scenarios

3

Integrate your fund accounting
system with Blackbaud Raiser’s
Edge NXT to streamline workflow
and make collaboration easier

Features at a Glance
Blackbaud Financial Edge NXT puts the following powerful fund accounting
features in your hands.

ROBUST REPORTING
Benefit from unparalleled reporting capabilities with dozens of prebuilt reports that can be tailored to suit your needs without having to
manually manipulate data. Create and save custom reports for easy access
to the information you need in the format you need it. Drill down from
reports directly to the original transactions for instant access to detailed
information.

CUSTOMIZABLE DASHBOARDS
Dashboards allow you to schedule and print reports, filter by a variety
of fields, export details, and drill down into source data. Each user can
populate their dashboard with the tasks, records, and reports they access
most often. Action reminders for meetings, phone calls, and reports can be
displayed on your home page, so you never miss another deadline.
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BEST-IN-CLASS BUDGETING
Create and manage detailed budgets at the project level and make comparisons across user-defined fiscal periods.
Build as many budget scenarios as you need, which can be combined or compared, giving you the flexibility to
evaluate multiple possibilities. Lock approved budgets, requiring future changes to be made as adjustments. Monitor
budget availability through reports, and set automatic notifications to alert users when a transaction will cause your
organization to go over budget.

PROJECTS, GRANTS, AND ENDOWMENTS
Track and report revenue and expenses at the project level without complicating your account structure. Inside the
project record, you can find constituent contact information and fields that allow you to track your projects by type,
status, amount, and start and end dates. Project-related documents can be uploaded directly to the record, so you
never have to go hunting for files again. You can also view high-level menu items, such as reimbursement tracking and
budgets, giving you access to all of your project-related information in one place.

INTERNAL CONTROL SETTINGS
Use advanced internal control settings to protect the integrity of your diocese’s
data while empowering your staff with access to the information they need to
effectively achieve their objectives. With Blackbaud Financial Edge NXT, you can
set up access restrictions or view-only rights - so users can retrieve data that is
pertinent to them without compromising security.

COMPREHENSIVE ORGANIZATIONAL MANAGEMENT TOOLS
Built as a comprehensive fund accounting solution, Blackbaud Financial Edge
NXT also provides tools to manage direct and indirect allocations, fixed asset and
spending controls, encumbrances, requisitions, and more. Also, to provide even
more time-saving value to your diocese, Blackbaud Financial Edge NXT integrates
seamlessly with your other favorite Blackbaud solutions - keeping your entire
diocese connected with one family of industry-leading solutions.

“It is not enough for
us to say to our
donors that we are being
good stewards of their
money. You have to
show them in financials,
in the 990, in the audit.
[Blackbaud] Financial Edge
NXT is what allows us to
stay transparent, ethical,
and compliant.”
—Rebecca David, Finance Director,
Catholic Charities of Oklahoma City

About Blackbaud
Leading uniquely at the intersection point of technology and social good, Blackbaud provides software, services, expertise, and data intelligence
that empowers and connects people to advance the social good movement. We serve the entire social good community, which includes nonprofits,
foundations, corporations, education institutions, healthcare institutions, and the individual change agents who support them.
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